
Technical data sheet CARPLY®

Description

Performances and applications

Characteristics Norm Unit Value

Plywood panel constructed only by birch wood with external gluing, with surfaces covered by 

phenol film (corrugated/smooth) and protected borders.

CARPLY® panel offers excellent and longterm mechanical characteristics, the phenol gluing is suitable for external applications. Surfaces 

are covered by a dark phenol film of 120 g/m2 on each surface (on request 220 g/m²), sides are protected with not hygroscopic paint.

CARPLY® is certified for flooring on scaffold ways (D.M. 19/09/2000 G.U. n° 242 - 16/10/2000), and is sanctioned by the Home Office (D.M. 

26/6/84) with fire resistant Class 1 (RF2/75-RF3/77)for vantage flooring application.

CARPLY® panel is used as truck flooring, bus and railcar planking, stage and loft flooring.

Bending strenght

Long grain

Cross grain

E-modulus

Long grain

Cross grain

Size tolerance

Thickness EN 315 +0,2+0,03s ; - (0,4+0,03s) (s=thickness panel)

Lenght / Width EN 315 < 1000=±1 ; 1000÷2000=±2 ; >2000=±3

Edges orthogonality EN 315 ± 0,1

Note :

Panel Thickness EN315 mm 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 40

Layers n° 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 29

Gluing EN 314 Class 3

Wood species  100% Birch rotary cut

Surface weight EN 323 kg/m² 6,3 8,4 10,5 12,6 14,7 16,8 18,9 21,0 28,0

Standard sizes EN 315 cm 125 x 215  -  125 x 250  -  152,2 x 250

EN 310 MPa
77 74,2 69,1 63,9 58,5 62,8 60,4 55,4 56,2

43,4 47 47,8 46,3 44,6 47,9 49,9 48,4

EN 310 MPa
7380 8039 7922 7925

2717 4339 4592 5046 4378

45,2

27,3

7405 7023 7422 7628 7112

32,8

4873 5111 5287 5968

Air Sound isolation EN 13986 dB 24,4 26

0,17

Taber abrasion EN 438-1 RA 350 with film of 120 g/m²; 600 with film of 220 g/m² 

28,3 29,2 30,6 30,6 31,2

mm

mm

%

Thermal conductivity EN 13986 W/m·K

The information contained in this technical data sheet is given as a pure indication and can be modified without prior notice. The purchases is responsible for 
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ATTENTION: in case of cuts and millings, to keep the waterproof characteristics on sides panel unchanged, the worked sides should be protected by appropriate 

paint.
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